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Conor Darvid - Quarantine Bae

                            tom:
                Dbm
Intro: A7M  E7M  Ab7  Dbm
        A7M  E7M  Ab7  Dbm

         A7M                        E7M
Baby close that door behing you and pull down
                   Ab7                              Dbm
Them shades I got so much left to tell you but got nothing to
say
                A7M
I'll express my worlds of gratitude by kissing your
 E7M                      Ab7                      Dbm
Face then I'll slowly get low you put my hands on your waist
 A7M                               E7M     Ab7  Dbm
Because you know I'm gonna keep it private
           Ab7                   Dbm
And move slow loving you in silence but don't
 A7M                E7M
Go only where the vibe is, because they don't need
          Ab7                   Dbm
To know it but we don't have to hide it
              A7M           E7M
You can be my quarantine bae I don't care what
 Ab7         Dbm              A7M          E7M
None of them say can stay forever and a day behind
      Ab7                 Dbm
These blinds and never go outside
           A7M        E7M                  Ab7

And be my quarantine bae I don't care what none
        Dbm                A7M          E7M
Of them say we can stay forever and a day behind
      Ab7                 Dbm
These blinds and never go outside
                     A7M                      E7M
See I don't need no virus to tell me to stay home
            Ab7                           Dbm
To be without my baby would be a crisis of it's own
                   A7M                       E7M
Room be getting smaller but I feel it's big enough be
             Ab7                  Dbm
The one I'm loving be the only one I trust
        A7M       E7M             Ab7
The world be so cruel I swear nobody's going to love
        Dbm     A7M     E7M     Ab7              Dbm
Like you do it's so true I can stay all day in bed with you
              A7M          E7M                 Ab7
You can be my quarantine bae I don't care what none
        Dbm                A7M          E7M
Of them say we can stay forever and a day behind
        Ab7               Dbm
These blinds and never go outside
          A7M          E7M                 Ab7
And be my quarantine bae I don't care what none
        Dbm                A7M         E7M
Of them say we can stay forever and a day behind
       Ab7                Dbm
These blinds and never go outside
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